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CPE Reminders
To receive CPE, you must be active for the entire webcast and respond to at least 75% of
the polls. CPE is not offered for audio-only attendees or replay viewing.

Group participation will not receive CPE. You must be logged in individually to receive CPE
credit.

Upon conclusion of the program, please complete the final evaluation and your CPE
certificate will be available if you have met the minimum CPE requirements. Turn off all popup blockers to download your CPE certificate.

Use Q&A to ask questions during the webcast.
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For a better webcast experience
Use a wired internet connection from your local office and turn off your computer's Wi-Fi
signal.

For optimal viewing speed, close all other applications, including Outlook.

Most technical issues (e.g., buffering, silenced audio) can be resolved by refreshing your
feed using the F5 key.

Use the Help button if you have technical difficulties.
You can also call 877.398.9939 or contact GTWebcast@centurylink.com

Click the Resources button to download the presentation materials
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Learning objectives
1

Illustrate the benefits of using privacy metrics

2

Construct privacy program operations into metrics and
trends

3

Identify a storyline for reporting to management
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Privacy Dashboard Benefits
This webcast will demonstrate the benefits of developing and maintaining a privacy dashboard. The
privacy dashboard can be configured to highlight and expand upon key issues, open items, potential
risks, and trending analysis. A maturing privacy program relies on metrics to demonstrate progress.

Key Benefits

Leadership can measure
operational performance

Identifying improvement
opportunities

Demonstrate transparency
of the privacy program

Grant Thornton has developed a dynamic privacy dashboard utilizing industry leading business intelligence solutions to report on
key privacy metrics. The drill-down capabilities allow management to gain insight into the health of the privacy program.
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Privacy Dashboard Introduction
The privacy dashboard has been created to enhance task maintenance, open item tracking, risk ranking,
and trend analysis.
Our Approach
The privacy dashboard is an intuitive, one-stop shop to manage
privacy program metrics. The platform allows for a detailed drill
down of key operational and project based initiatives, as well as
executive level reporting on overall health. All metrics are fully
customizable to meet the needs of the organization.

How Does it work?
All of the visualizations and insight are backed by your datasets
Privacy program data can feed directly into the dashboard either
manually or automatically by pulling data so it always contains
the latest results. The Privacy Dashboard can be easily and
conveniently shared between members of your organization and
embedded into your applications or internal website.
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Privacy Dashboard Introduction
The privacy dashboard has been designed and developed for the convenience of the users, as well as
the necessary complexity to make it an effective and sophisticated analytics tool.

Privacy
Controls

DPIA’s

Dashboard Capabilities
Each Dashboard provides:
Privacy
Operations
Metrics

Privacy
Incidents

Internal
Audit

Key Areas for
Privacy
Program
Reporting

Data
Inventory

Individual
Rights
Mgmt.

Privacy
Initiatives
Vendor
Privacy

•

Ability to drill down into specifics in your data, or view it all
from an organization wide view, enabling management to gain
vital insights into the health of the privacy program

•

Insights from the privacy team at Grant Thornton, which
leverages years of experience to work to not just define key
performance and risk indicators; but indicate how to best grow
the program

•

Tailored results, showcasing actionable items that intuitively
allow for privacy performance and risk tracking across your
organization
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Utilizing Metrics and Key
Performance Indicators
Identifying and selecting appropriate metrics and KPIs allows organizations to effectively analyze their
performance.
Identifying metrics and KPIs
1)

Define company’s core business objectives
•

Categorize
KPIs

1) Improving Tracking and Monitoring

First, you must establish what areas
need improvement and what results the
organization needs to achieve

2) Setup strategy to achieve these objectives
•

3)

Benefits of metrics and KPIs
Performance
Management

By creating plan of action, with detailed
tasks, you can select metrics that
measure the performance of these
tasks

Find metrics that directly correlate to the
success of the objective
•

The metrics to select are the
measureable to monitor the success of
the selected strategy

Strategic
Improvements

KPI

•

Metrics provide measurable results in
various business functional areas

•

The dashboard allows for real-time
adjustments

Identify KPIs

2) Early Problem Spotting

Key Performance
Indicator

•

Trends and analysis of metrics allow
users to spot potential problems quickly

3) Driving Business Execution
Define
Timeline

Review KPIs

Resolve Risks

•

The live dashboard summary provides
users the tools to promote performance
consistency and produce consistent
outcomes
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Utilizing Metrics and KPIs
As a company matures and the business environment shifts, it’s critical to formalize KPIs. This benchmarking tool should
reflect a company’s and/or individual department’s goals, and include metrics that are quantifiable and actionable.

Building the KPI program
Establish a KPI owner
•

The owner makes decisions based on KPI value

Review historical performance when setting goals
•

Establish a benchmark to improve upon

Consider the big picture when setting goals
•

Set realistic goals using percentages and ratios

Set guardrails and review trends
•

Identify the lowest acceptable performance values

•

Lack of alignment with internal groups

•

Disagreement on goal priorities

•

Lack of accountability and ownership

Pain points to avoid
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Managing the Dashboard
The Privacy dashboard can be extremely useful to an organization. However, if it is not managed
properly, the dashboard will not perform at its maximum capacity and will not be as effective as possible.

Hold recurring
meetings to discuss
the performance of the
organization, based
on dashboard metrics

Assign owners for
metrics and KPIs to
individually manage
each facet

Constantly update the
dashboard with new
data and information

How to most
effectively
manage the
dashboard

Use the dashboard
tracker capabilities to
monitor the status of ongoing and open tasks
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Managing the Dashboard Backend
Maintaining the backend of the dashboard is just as important as the frontend. The backend is where the
data is inputted and allows for incorporating data from different sources.

Importance of the backend
•

All visualizations and insight are backed by your datasets

•

Datasets are derived from data sources currently existing in
your organization

•

Data can be pulled from disparate sources and consolidated
into one centralized location (the Privacy Dashboard)

•

Updates can be automated for quick and easy access to the
latest metrics. Updates can even be refreshed live depending
on the data source your organization utilizes.

•

Dashboard can be easily and conveniently shared between
members of your organization

•

Dashboard can be embedded into your applications or
internal website

The Privacy Dashboard can leverage data from a plethora of sources
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Privacy Dashboard: Use Cases
Highlighting real use cases is the best way to depict how this privacy dashboard can be the most
beneficial to its users. The final result is an understandable and concise presentation for regulators and
internal leadership alike, providing clear guidance on next steps to take.
Tracking Individual
Rights Requests
Users can utilize the dashboard
in the case of received inquiries.
Users can input active inquiries
into the dashboard, where it
tracks the ongoing status of the
request. The dashboard can
show the active inquiry and has a
30 day countdown from the date
of receipt. This allows the users
to track where the inquiries are
during the 30 day response
window, and prioritize the
inquiries that are close to the end
of the time period.

Reporting on Privacy
to Leadership
Privacy programs need to
update their boards and audit
committees on overall
compliance to regulatory
requirements. The dashboard
provides a baseline to
demonstrate meeting those
requirements. The dashboard
also creates visual depictions
that can be leveraged for all
types of reporting. Simplifying
and streamlining reporting will
support management’s
understanding of the program.

Privacy Program
Monitoring &
Optimization
The privacy dashboard has
trending and analysis
functionality as well. As data
surrounding deliverables is
inputted and updated, the
dashboard can provide
performance trending and
analysis to depict how the
organization is functioning.
This will allow the user to see
if the organization is consistent
and on track, if there are
issues in certain areas, and if
there are areas that need
improvement.
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Grant Thornton’s Services
We utilize a three-prong approach to help our clients to align, integrate and measure (AIM) privacy and
cyber risk outcomes. This helps our clients to make informed decisions about their business strategy, to
develop an integrated privacy and data protection strategy and to implement comprehensive solutions to
manage privacy risks.
Align

Integrate

Measure

Privacy & Data
Protection Services
Lifecycle

Description

• Data inventory & mapping
• Privacy compliance assessment
(GDPR, CCPA, HIPAA, GLBA,
etc.)
• Privacy functional control matrix &
reference
• Privacy program implementation
roadmap

• Inquiry and complaints
management program
implementation
• Data retention & anonymization
program implementation
• Data protection gap mitigation
• Privacy automation and tool
implementation

• Privacy sustainability framework
• Privacy compliance monitoring
• Privacy key performance & risk
indicators
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Questions?
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Disclaimer
•

This Grant Thornton LLP presentation is not a comprehensive analysis of
the subject matters covered and may include proposed guidance that is
subject to change before it is issued in final form. All relevant facts and
circumstances, including the pertinent authoritative literature, need to be
considered to arrive at conclusions that comply with matters addressed in
this presentation. The views and interpretations expressed in the
presentation are those of the presenters and the presentation is not intended
to provide accounting or other advice or guidance with respect to the matters
covered
For additional information on matters covered in this presentation, contact
your Grant Thornton LLP adviser

Disclaimer
**********************
IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the U.S. Internal
Revenue Service, we inform you that any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this PowerPoint is not intended or written
to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (a) avoiding penalties under the U.S. Internal Revenue Code or (b)
promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
*********************
The foregoing slides and any materials accompanying them are educational materials prepared by Grant Thornton LLP and are not intended as advice directed
at any particular party or to a client-specific fact pattern. The information contained in this presentation provides background information about certain legal and
accounting issues and should not be regarded as rendering legal or accounting advice to any person or entity. As such, the information is not privileged and
does not create an attorney-client relationship or accountant-client relationship with you. You should not act, or refrain from acting, based upon any information
so provided. In addition, the information contained in this presentation is not specific to any particular case or situation and may not reflect the most current legal
developments, verdicts or settlements.
You may contact us or an independent tax advisor to discuss the potential application of these issues to your particular situation. In the event that you have
questions about and want to seek legal or professional advice concerning your particular situation in light of the matters discussed in the presentation, please
contact us so that we can discuss the necessary steps to form a professional-client relationship if that is warranted. Nothing herein shall be construed as
imposing a limitation on any person from disclosing the tax treatment or tax structure of any matter addressed herein.
© 2017 Grant Thornton LLP, the U.S. member firm of Grant Thornton International Ltd. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S. This material is the work of Grant
Thornton LLP, the U.S. member firm of Grant Thornton International Ltd.
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To retrieve your CPE certificate
• Respond to the online evaluation form. Please note, you may need to disable pop-up blocking software to complete
this evaluation.

• Print your CPE certificate and retain for your records. Participants are responsible to maintain CPE completion
records.
• Those receiving CPE will also receive the certificate at the email address used to register for the webcast.
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Visit us online.
For questions regarding your CPE certificate, contact
CPEEvents@us.gt.com
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